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Welcome to the first edition of The Crumb  
– a quarterly round up of the biggest insights and 
trends influencing the foodservice market today! 
For each edition, our team of foodies embarks on a 
culinary tour - hitting the high street and food markets 
to discover and share new flavours, concepts and 
consumer habits that impact how we eat and drink. 
We’re also keeping an eye on social media food trends, 
and digging out key whitepaper insights so you  
don’t have to!

Our handpicked trends for this year are:  

CULTURES THROUGH CUISINES, TECHNICALLY 

SPEAKING, PLANET-CONSCIOUS, and BREWED NEWS.  
Each of the food and drink brands featured in this 
report link to at least one trend.

We will also be featuring SAVOURED SENSATIONS 
- anything that intrigues us or that deserves an 
honourable mention from the tour. 
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The trends
  CULTURES THROUGH CUISINES 

Lockdown reminded us that food has the power to  
bring us together, lift our spirits, and take us on a journey.  
Plus, latest research shows that 60% of people like 
trying food venues that offer new and exciting cuisines*1, 
highlighting a growing appetite for cultural food experiences. 
Cultures through cuisines is all about how consumers travel 
through their tastebuds on the high street, experiencing new 
authentic dishes and flavours while learning about different 
cultures and cuisines. We predict this curiosity for new food 
experiences to continue evolving throughout the year! 

  TECHNICALLY SPEAKING 
2020 catapulted food into a more digital world. A market 
that was originally slow to adopt new technologies was 
given no choice but to learn, adapt, and quickly implement 
changes to survive. Nearly two years later, consumers 
are feeling the benefits of new (and more Covid-friendly) 
solutions as we return to work and eating out. Two out 
of three consumers are open to trying new contactless 
methods of ordering and payment*2, so brands need to 
embrace the latest technologies to future proof themselves.  
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  PLANET-CONSCIOUS 
Led by the headstrong younger generations, consumers  
are really starting to prioritise and act upon climate  
change. In fact, 44% of people base where they eat  
on ethical considerations*1. From wasting less, to using 
renewable resources and contributing to our local 
communities, planet-conscious consumers are growing  
in numbers and brands are having to listen.

  BREWED NEWS 
You’d be forgiven for thinking we’re a nation of tea drinkers. 
But with the average person in the UK drinking two cups 
of coffee a day, (that’s 95 million cups of coffee a year!)*3, 
we’re becoming increasingly coffee obsessed. Coffee shops 
are becoming the new pubs for younger generations who are 
more health aware than ever. With different drinking habits, 
brewing techniques, and flavours making waves  
on the high street, we’re keeping a close eye  
on hot beverage innovations.

  SAVOURED SENSATIONS 
The world of food and drink is continuously evolving, with 
new flavours and trends influencing what and how we eat. 
To keep you informed, we’re watching the wider market too, 
no matter where or which category it falls into.  
Anything food and drink related goes!  
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What ’s cracking
In March, team Cracked headed to Coal Drops Yard  
near King’s Cross. Having opened in 2018, it’s become  
a hotspot for shopping, food, and art, with over 50  
restaurants and playing host to numerous creative  
exhibits throughout the year. 

Here’s what we saw… 
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CRACKERS OPINION:

WHILE WE ENJOYED THE EASE AND CONVENIENCE 
OF THE APP,  WE WOULD’VE LOVED IT EVEN MORE 

IF THE MENU WAS EASIER TO READ!

Leon Club 
Known for its innovative take on convenient food, LEON always 
seems to get it right. The latest launch is no different. With  
an app that allows consumers to click and collect whilst building 
loyalty points, it’s saving time, reducing queues, and giving 
customers exactly what they asked for – quality food at speed.  

TECHNICALLY 
SPEAKING

https://leon.co/


Club Zerø
A progressive initiative and mobile app, CLUB ZERØ’s mission is to 
reduce landfill waste. How? It teams up with food and drink retailers 
and vendors, providing high quality, re-usable packaging that can be 
returned to any of its yellow bins across the city. It then collects, cleans, 
and returns the containers to the outlets ready to be used again. The 
insulated containers keep food hot or cold for longer and they’re made 
from 100% recycled plastic.  
Planet-conscious consumers already have a range of meat and dairy-free 
alternatives at their fingertips, and thanks to CLUB ZERØ, they can go 
one step further and avoid single-use packaging too!

CRACKERS OPINION:

ALTHOUGH STILL IN ITS INFANCY,  
THIS IS AN EXCITING CONCEPT 

WE EXPECT TO EXPAND TO OTHER 
LOCATIONS IN THE COMING YEAR.

PLANET- 
CONSCIOUS
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https://www.clubzero.co/
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CRACKERS OPINION:

AN INTERESTING CONCEPT  
BUT COULD BE IMPROVED WITH  

A SMALL FOOD SELECTION. 

Carhartt Coffee 
US clothing brand Carhartt believes that shopping should be  
an enjoyable experience, giving customers a chance to relax and 
take it all in. That’s why it’s teamed up with coffee roasters, 
Allpress, for the Carhartt Work in Progress (WIP) store in  
King’s Cross. Come for the shopping experience, stay for a cup  
of speciality brew from its custom-built coffee bar!

Allpress is a team of coffee entrepreneurs founded on community. 
It has strong sustainability credentials, and takes time to educate 
customers on how it reduces waste to landfill and uses fully 
compostable materials throughout the entire bean-to-cup journey. 
Allpress is also bringing great coffee to the office, offering flexible 
subscriptions with wholesale prices including staff discounts  
for remote working.

BREWED 
NEWS
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https://www.carhartt.com/gb/en-gb
https://www.carhartt-wip.com/en
allpressespresso.com


CRACKERS OPINION:

A BRILLIANTLY AUTHENTIC CURRY 
WITH A TASTE LIKE NO OTHER.  
IT WASN’T FOR EVERYONE, BUT 
WE APPRECIATED HOW HIDEN 

STUCK TO ITS GUNS ON FLAVOUR 
– DIFFERING FROM THE UK’S 

USUAL TAKE ON CURRIES. 

Hiden
HIDEN is a new Japanese curry concept with a focus on simplicity. 
The menu’s three curry options – vegan (red lentil), chicken, and 
beef – pack a punch, delivering the most authentic experience 
possible and bringing the lesser-known Japanese culture to the 
forefront. The space is designed around Shibui, a traditional 
Japanese hole-in-the-wall concept with informal vibes.  
Each curry is freshly prepared, using a secret blend of spices to 
give it a characteristic sweet, yet hot and savoury rich brown 
sauce. With umami flavours on the rise (highlighted as a flavour 
to watch in 2022 by Waitrose), it’s no wonder HIDEN is a hit!

CULTURES 
THROUGH 
CUISINE
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https://hidencurry.com/
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Korean Toast 
Founded by Korean Englishman, Josh Carrott, who rose to fame through 
his YouTube channel, pop-up Korean Toast brings new recipes to Western 
audiences via Korean and British flavour fusions. Think Korean-style cheese 
toasties, using bread imported from the country itself. Options included 
‘Jang’ (a spicy kimchi and cheese flavour combo), and the classic  
‘Street Toast’ (a moreish Korean take on ham, egg, cheese and pickle!).  

According to recent research, 45% of people prefer to try foods with exotic 
flavours*4 - so it’s no surprise Korean Toast has soared in popularity! It sold 
well over 3,000 toasts in its first couple of weeks, open just four days a 
week for three hours at a time. Videos on the Korean Englishman YouTube 
channel share the reasons why visitors come to try the Korean toast, such 
as not having been able to travel and experience new food during  
the pandemic, and curiosity to try new cuisines. 

Given the overwhelmingly positive response, it’s now looking to expand its 
menus to incorporate all kinds of Korean street food, keeping authenticity 
at its heart. Watch this space!

CRACKERS OPINION:

IF IT WASN’T FOR THE ADDED SUGAR, 
IT WOULD’VE BEEN A 5/5 FROM TEAM 

CRACKED. SIMPLY DELICIOUS.

CULTURES 
THROUGH 
CUISINE
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https://www.instagram.com/koreanenglishman/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/user/koreanenglishman
https://www.instagram.com/accounts/login/?next=/koreantoastlondon/


Longboys
Longboys is bringing guilt-free desserts to adults. Yep, you heard 
that right! 

The idea? A healthier version of the doughnut, with less sugar 
and more grown-up flavours such as creamy Tiramisu and floral 
yet fruity Raspberry Rose Lychee – presented and packaged 
beautifully. This delectable doughnutterie has also joined forces 
with local independent coffee roasters, Assembly Coffee, serving a 
house roast that perfectly pairs with its doughnuts! With 57% of 
adults actively taking steps to limit their sugar intake*5, we expect 
to see more of these guys as healthier takes on our favourite 
treats rise in popularity. 

CRACKERS OPINION:

A PREMIUM DOUGHNUT OFFER WITH 
UNIQUE FLAVOURS AND LOWER 

SUGAR. NEED WE SAY ANY MORE?

CULTURES 
THROUGH 
CUISINE

BREWED 
NEWS
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https://longboys.co.uk/
https://assemblycoffee.co.uk/
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CRACKERS OPINION:

WE WERE LUCKY THE SALES 
ASSISTANT WAS ON HAND  

TO ANSWER OUR QUESTIONS,  
BUT WE WOULD’VE LOVED TO  

SEE MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE COLLABORATIONS.

House of Cans 
Founded in 2018, House of Cans is on a mission to team 
designers, artists, and illustrators up with breweries to create 
limited edition print runs. It’s said that cans offer a freshness 
that is unrivalled by a bottle, and that they’re also easier to 
transport and recycle, making them the greener option. With one 
in five people choosing one venue over another if it supported its 
community*1, these guys are a great example of how supporting 
local can help you grow.  

SAVOURED 
SENSATIONS
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https://houseofcans.co.uk/


Goods Way
Packed with charm and cosy spots for a cocktail  
or two, Goods Way is a new event space in  
King’s Cross, created by Ben Lovett from the band  
Mumford and Sons. Inspired by New Orleans, it 
features four unique spaces; The Courtyard, a casual 
dining section; Sweetwater, the saloon bar; Lafayette, 
its state-of-the-art music venue; and Nola’s, a hidden 
speakeasy bar available for private hire.

Food halls are a popular destination for seeing the 
best of what fast casual restaurants can offer, with 
55% of 16 - 34-year-olds likely to eat in a food 
hall between August 2021 and February 2022. 
58% of those who eat at food halls agree that 
this experience is more enjoyable than visiting one 
restaurant only*6 – after all, food halls are a place 
to enjoy quality food and incredible variety in a fun 
atmosphere without the steep restaurant prices. 

SAVOURED 
SENSATIONS
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https://www.goodsway.co.uk/
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CRACKERS OPINION:

THERE WEREN’T AS MANY FOOD OPTIONS AS 
WE’D HOPED, BUT WE ANTICIPATE THIS TO 

EVOLVE AS THE SITE GROWS IN POPULARITY 
IN 2022!  AN EXCITING SPACE WE CAN SEE 

COMING ALIVE IN THE EVENING.
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Catch of the Day:
the power of  
collaboration
Coffee makes a brilliant partner for businesses, easily 
demonstrating ethics on subjects such as sustainability that  
are traditionally harder to portray in large-scale organisations.  
Coffee is something that almost all of us consume – an enjoyable 
boost keeping us happy and motivated, so it makes sense to 
include it in brand messaging. Plus, a quality coffee offer is a savvy 
way to drive sales – so these partnerships really go hand in hand!

One of the key takeaways from our Spring 2022 food tour - and 
a hot topic of conversation amongst the team - was how retailers 
and food outlets are partnering with coffee brands.

Carhartt is a clothing brand that cares about the environment, 
founded on the notion of doing ‘the just and honest thing’.  
This commitment to sustainability is also shared in the  
world of coffee. 

Consumers are better able to understand a coffee shop’s 
sustainable credentials through practical applications like 
takeaway packaging and the sourcing of its coffee beans. 
Carhartt’s eco-conscious reputation helps to bring an authenticity 
to Allpress’s coffee, demonstrating the brand’s premium approach 
to design and great quality products, something that unless you’re 
a coffee connoisseur is often hard to decipher. 
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The collaboration between Longboys and Assembly Coffee is also 
a match made in coffee heaven. By working together, both brands 
have created a more refined, guilt-free experience where  
flavour comes first!

Two brands working in collaboration to promote their ethics 
isn’t new but we’re certainly starting to see more of it within 
coffee shops, and it’s going beyond sustainability. Caffè Nero 
has partnered with the recent Batman film, while Costa has 
partnered with M&S, and Starbucks with Netflix for their social 
content series. These are all great examples of brands joining 
forces not only to raise awareness and engagement but to 
highlight a side or voice that is otherwise difficult to portray. 
Now, when we’re bingeing a box set or browsing in M&S,  
a cheeky coffee won’t be far from mind!

@SHOOK_MEDIA_
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To wrap things up
It’s been an exciting quarter as we’ve moved out of restrictions 
and into a more normal world. Hospitality is finding its feet once 
again, with new openings and predicted trends starting to gain 
traction for the year ahead. 

Technology is enhancing convenience, sustainability, and  
offering valuable insights to the brands that choose to invest  
in it. Apps are proving be one of the most effective means 
to onboard consumers - with 46% of people using their 
smartphones more now than before the pandemic*7.

Coffee shops are being forced to think beyond the cup.  
Consumer uncertainty over what different ethical certifications 
stand for, and which issues to prioritise, is presenting a challenge 
to many food and drink companies. Brand collaborations are 
gaining serious traction, allowing consumers to view them 
through a new lens, and providing the opportunity to promote 
their values and engage with new audiences. 

Umami was dubbed as one of the biggest flavour trends for 2022*8 
so it’s no surprise we’re seeing a continued rise in Asian flavours. 
From authentic curries to toastie flavour fusions, we can’t wait  
to see what else emerges this year.

That’s a wrap for Spring 2022! We’ll catch you in the summer!
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*1 Bidfood 2022 Trends Report, 2021

*2 Yoello, The Future of Foodservice is Now, 2021

*3 nescafe.com 

*4 UK Menu Trends Market Report 2021

*5 UK Attitudes towards sugar & Sweeteners Market Report 2022, Mintel

*6 UK Fast Casual Restaurants Market Report 2021, Mintel

*7 Cyber Crew, Top 10 Smartphone Usage Statistics UK, 2022

*8 Waitrose Food and Drink Report 2021
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https://www.nescafe.com/gb/


FIND US AT. . .

   @crackedmarketing

  Cracked Foodservice Marketing Ltd

  www.crackedfoodservicemarketing.co.uk

Sign up to our newsletter HERE so you  
never miss an issue of The Crumb.

 Enjoyed  
today’s read?

https://www.instagram.com/crackedmarketing/
https://www.instagram.com/crackedmarketing/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/cracked-foodservice-marketing-ltd/mycompany/verification/
http://www.crackedfoodservicemarketing.co.uk
https://www.crackedfoodservicemarketing.co.uk/blog-foodservice-insights/

